Seasonal AIC supplementing SNOW PLAN

1. General
This AIC contains the list of aerodromes where snow clearance will be performed, the areas to be cleared of snow, the seasonal SNOWTAM distribution procedures, the snow clearance equipment and the type of friction measuring device available at the aerodromes.

2. List of Aerodromes
During the winter of 2020/2021 seasonal information on winter conditions will be available for Prishtina International Airport where snow clearance of the entire movement areas will be performed.

3. SNOWTAM
The international distribution of Kosovo SNOWTAM is shown in section 6 of this AIC.
Request concerning inclusion and/or changes to the distribution list shall be addressed to BKPRZPZX or ais@rks-gov.net.

4. Clearance equipment
3 x Shmidt Compact Jet Sweepers, CJS 914 with MF 9.3 plows;
1 x Multipurpose Unimog 1650 vehicle with Smidt S3.1 blower or MF 3.3 plow and SST20 solids spreader;
1 x Unimog 2100 with cutter blower Shmidt FS90 or MS 36.1 plow;
1 x Nido 90 solids spreader mounted on Renault Midliner truck;
1 x Shmidt aerodrome liquid de-icer RPS IS mounted on MB 2032 truck and MF 8.3 plow;
1 x High speed snow blower;
1 x tractor Massey Ferguson 5455 equipped with plough
1 x tractor Massey Ferguson 5435 equipped with plough and granulate spreader

5. Type of friction measuring device
Primary: SKIDDOMETER BV11 VI (vehicle integrated)
Back up: SKIDDOMETER BV11 (trailer)

6. Distribution list for Kosovo SNOWTAM
BKPR (Prishtina)

BIRKYNYZ  BKPRYNYF  EGZZSABK
EUECYIYS  LIIAYNYX  LSZZSABK